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The Kingsley
Successfully Operating A Hotel During A Pandemic
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Profile
HOTEL NAME

LOCATION

HOTEL TYPE

STAR RATING

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

Profile
HOTEL NAME The Kingsley

LOCATION Cork, Ireland

HOTEL TYPE Luxury Hotel

STAR RATING

PROBLEM Needed to find a way to 

offer a socially distanced 

service during the 

pandemic.

SOLUTION Digital tablets in the hotel 

rooms that offered a safe 

channel of communication 

with guests while upholding 

the hotel’s reputation for 

quality service.

THE KINGSLEY

The Kingsley overlooks the iconic River Lee in Cork, Ireland. This four-star 

hotel is an ideal weekend getaway destination, spa hotel, and wedding venue. 

With 131 rooms ranging from Classic King to Deluxe King, including three 

Junior Suites, and a luxurious two-story penthouse, there’s something for 

everyone at this luxury hotel in one of Ireland’s most renowned cities.

The Kingsley offers everyone that enters its doors the chance to revive by 

offering world-class health and spa facilities as well as top-quality food and 

beverage services across four of its F&B outlets. From a classic Afternoon 

Tea overlooking the River Lee in the K Lounge to a sumptuous meal in their 

signature restaurant, The Springboard, there’s food for all occasions. Beyond 

top-quality hotel services, The Kingsley also offers conferencing, banqueting, 

and wedding services, providing guests with celebrations and experiences 

they’ll never forget. Although The Kingsley is at the top of their game, the 
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hotel wanted to further improve the guest journey by offering guests a more 

modern experience. They saw digital communication solutions as the most 

effective solution for bringing the hotel into the digital age. This is why they 

chose SuitePad as their digital in-room tablet provider.

DIGITAL GUEST COMMUNICATION AT THE KINGSLEY

The Kingsley initially signed up with SuitePad for environmental reasons. 

Installing the digital in-room tablets in hotel rooms would enable them to 

get rid of paper leaflets, menus, guest directories, and spa and health club 

pamphlets. In addition, SuitePad is a solution that allows for a much easier 

exchange of information. It has made it easier to notify guests of restaurant 

menu specials or of availability at The Spa. With SuitePad, all hotel staff need 

to do is to make some quick edits in the SuitePad Backend to send the updated 

information to all the SuitePad devices in the building. Rather than guests 

needing to call down to reception to place room service orders, SuitePad 

tablets enable guests to quickly place room service orders at the touch of a 

button. On top of all of this, installing SuitePad devices signals The Kingsley’s 

intent of being a modern, digitally up-to-date hotel. It is a match made in 

heaven, but outside influences have meant things have gotten off to a rocky 

start!
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HOW THE KINGSLEY HAS DEALT WITH THE GLOBAL PANDEMIC

Like many hotels across the world, The Kingsley’s hopes for a successful 2020 

were interrupted by the COVID-19 Pandemic. With worldwide travel being 

limited, as well as customer fears about the outbreak of COVID-19 at hotels and 

restaurants, there was little they could do to nullify the effects the pandemic 

was having on the business. This was a pattern that affected hotels and the 

wider hospitality industry all over the world. And, like in many other parts of 

Europe, the Irish Government ordered that all hotels be temporarily closed in 

an effort to stop the spread. For The Kingsley, this took place in March 2020.

For a few months, the doors of The Kingsley were open to essential travelers 

only. As their SuitePad installation also took place in March 2020, the hotel 

staff didn’t even get the chance to try out their new digital solution! Then, in 

June, The Kingsley was able to open once again but was only able to cater to 

guests from the local county. This limitation of the number of guests meant 

that staff at the Kingsley needed to change their approach if they wanted to 

get more guests through the door—which is exactly what they did!

ADAPTING TO LIFE WITH THE PANDEMIC:  
OFFERING SUMMER STAYCATIONS

The Kingsley decided to offer weekend stays for guests from the local region. 

Guests could still eat while socially distancing at the restaurants, order room 

service, unwind at The Spa, and enjoy the scenic surroundings of the iconic 

River Lee. In addition, the Bean & River coffee hut was set up in the hotel 

grounds, which quickly became popular with hotel guests and passers-by. This 

generated revenue and kept people in employment whilst ensuring the hotel 

remained closely linked with the local community at a time when it couldn’t 

offer its usual services.

The Kingsley became a place where guests could revive themselves and get 

away from the stresses of the pandemic. For a few relaxing days, they could 

(almost) forget that the world had been turned upside down. But, how could 

they provide this level of hospitality for guests while still keeping it socially 

distanced, safe, and within the regulations? This is where their SuitePad 

installation came in.
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SUITEPAD AND THE KINGSLEY WORK TOGETHER TO PROVIDE A 
SOCIALLY DISTANCED & SAFE HOTEL SERVICE

SuitePad enabled The Kingsley to run a virtually contact-free service while 

still maintaining the exemplary service it is known for. Guests could order 

room service, book activities, contact the front desk, provide feedback, book 

a table at the restaurant, and learn more about the surrounding area at the 

touch of a button—all from the comfort of their own hotel room! While many of 

these services could be done over the phone, using in-room tablets automates 

many of the services that would otherwise need to be manually administered 

by staff. When guests order room service, their orders go straight through 

to the kitchen. If they decide to book a spa session, they can use the in-room 

tablet to check the schedule and choose a slot that suits them. The in-house 

staff can then arrange their work schedule according to the guest’s wishes—

maximizing efficiency while keeping guests happy.

SuitePad also enables The Kingsley to drive revenue from F&B outlets. Due to 

the regulations on bars and pubs, the hotel bar also needed to remain closed. 

However, guests were still able to order drinks to their room—a popular choice 

with bars being closed! The SuitePad interactive ordering service makes it 

easy for guests to order food and beverages and for hotel staff to process 

and administer the orders, driving revenue at the hotel at a time when every 

little helps! Since installing the SuitePad devices, over €60,000 of revenue has 

come through the SuitePad devices—all of which is through F&B sales!

For The Kingsley, these types of services were important for their 

reopening in June 2020. By providing a contactless hotel service, 

guests had the confidence to return and knew that the hotel was 

taking the pandemic seriously. This was particularly important for high 

risk guests such as the elderly or those with pre-existing conditions. 
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KEEPING GUESTS INFORMED

Not only does The Kingsley make full use of the automated booking options 

available on the SuitePad, but they also use the centralized system to update 

the frequently changing rules and recommendations related to the pandemic. 

This is another feature that makes in-room tablets superior to traditional, 

paper-based information solutions. When regulations change—whether it be 

a new limitation on the number of diners allowed at a table or the regulations 

for wearing masks in public places—all the SuitePads in the hotel can be 

updated at the simple touch of a button. Rather than needing staff to go from 

room to room, changing paper-based leaflets—which takes time and can 

potentially spread the virus—all that staff need to do is upload the updated 

information into the SuitePad Backend and press “send”. All the SuitePads are 

then instantly updated.

These may sound like minor details, but in times like these, they have major 

benefits. 
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“From the day SuitePads were introduced in our 
bedrooms, we have received a reduced number of 
phone calls for guest requests to the reception desk to 
book dining,  request amenities such as extra towels, 
order room service or request IT Assistance. All these 
calls would have previously come through the main 
reception desk, meaning we now spend less time on 
the phone and in return allow us to give our full and 
undivided attention to the guest in front of us. From a 
global pandemic perspective, we have also reduced 
the length of time the guest and staff members are 
exposed to one another as all hotel information,  guest 
activities, and local attraction information is located on 
the SuitePad, meaning answers to any questions guests 
may have previously asked the front office team are 
available at a simple touch of a button, creating a safer 
environment for staff and guests alike”

Emily Ertz,  

Front Office Manager
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A SAFE PLACE FOR FRONTLINE WORKERS

In addition to offering the general public a place to rest and revive from the 

pressures of the pandemic, The Kingsley also caters to frontline staff such as 

paramedics and nurses that need to stay away from home to protect those 

they normally live with. SuitePad devices at the hotel are imperative for 

keeping these key workers safe so they can continue the important work they 

do in keeping us all safe.

With frontline workers being so crucial to keeping people safe, it’s great to 

see hotels like The Kingsley using innovative technology to help fight the 

global pandemic.

THE FUTURE LOOKS BRIGHT FOR THE KINGSLEY

The Kingsley has managed to make the best of a bad situation with the help 

of SuitePad. This partnership will continue until the pandemic subsides, and 

then The Kingsley can concentrate on doing what they originally intended to 

use SuitePads for—reducing paper waste, providing a better guest experience, 

and generating revenue.

For now, the Kingsley will continue to use their SuitePad subscription to 

allow guests to safely rest and revive during this difficult time. And they will 

continue to help keep frontline workers safe so they can continue all the great 

work they do!
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Interested in learning what SuitePad can do for your hotel?

Get in contact for more information and a free consultation.

info@suitepad.de   ·   +49 (0)30 319 850 000   ·   www.suitepad.de

“We’re very pleased with the feedback we’ve received 
from our guests since we introduced SuitePad into 
our rooms. They appreciate the ease with which they 
can book facilities and services around the hotel, 
receive special offers and get information about the 
local area. The Green Option, which gives guests the 
opportunity to forgo some of their housekeeping in 
return for a complimentary beverage, has proven to 
be a great success. Suitepad has also allowed us to 
remove most of our printed marketing collateral and 
given us the opportunity to effectively communicate our 
commitment to sustainability.”

Fergal Harte,  

General Manager

mailto:info%40suitepad.de?subject=
tel:+4930319850000
http://www.suitepad.de

